RootsAction is an independent and progressive online force with a growing base of more than 1.5 million activists. We conduct online campaigns without allegiance or subservience to Democrats, Republicans or any party. Please take 10 seconds and sign up at www.RootsAction.org.

Roots Action is endorsed by Cornel West, Barbara Ehrenreich, Jim Hightower, Daniel Ellsberg, Glenn Greenwald, Naomi Klein, Bill Fletcher Jr., Laura Flanders, James Abourezk, Coleen Rowley, Frances Fox Piven, Lila Garrett, Phil Donahue, Sonali Kolhatkar, and many others.

Our independence has allowed us to organize dozens of powerful petition and email campaigns. For example, we’ve supported Net Neutrality; single-payer healthcare; forgiving student debt; taxing Wall Street; expanding Social Security; prisoners’ rights; Palestinian rights; whistleblowers who expose CIA/NSA/military crimes; etc.

We’ve opposed militarism and imperial war; mass surveillance; PATRIOT Act; TPP, ALEC; fracking & extreme extraction; Keystone XL; nukes; Rahm Emanuel; etc.

RootsAction.org